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Abstract

This paper presents our approach to multi-class text categorization of tweets mentioning prescrip-
tion medications as being indicative of potential abuse/misuse (A), consumption/non-abuse (C),
mention-only (M), or an unrelated reference (U) using natural language processing techniques.
Data augmentation increased our training and validation corpora from 13,172 tweets to 28,094
tweets. We also created word-embeddings on domain-specific social media and medical corpora.
Our hybrid pipeline of an attention-based CNN with post-processing was the best performing
system in task 4 of SMM4H 2020, with an F1 score of 0.51 for class A.

1 Introduction

Substance abuse is a major public health crisis in the United States (Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, 2019). Use of natural language processing (NLP) for automatic detection of
prescription abuse or misuse in social media posts holds promise as a toxicovigilance strategy for near
real-time monitoring of prescription abuse patterns and emerging trends (Hu et al., 2019; Sarker et al.,
2020). Research has shown that abuse-indicating social media posts correlate with opioid-related over-
dose deaths at a geographical level (Sarker et al., 2019). Despite its potential, social media poses sig-
nificant challenges for detection of self-reported abuse or misuse of prescriptions, including colloquial
use of drug names, sparse information, and figurative language. The Social Media Mining for Health
Applications (SMM4H) Task 4 challenges participants to classify tweets’ mentions of opioids, benzo-
diazepines, atypical antipsychotics, central nervous system (CNS) stimulants or GABA analogues as
potential abuse/misuse (A), consumption (C), mention-only (M) or unrelated (U) (Klein et al., 2020). As
patterns of abuse and misuse can vary based on drug class and mechanism of action, our team collabo-
rated with clinical subject matter experts (SMEs) to complete the task.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Text Pre-processing
Publicly available tweets were pre-processed using the ekphrasis (Baziotis et al., 2017) python package
to normalize url, email, percent, money, phone, user, time, and date terms and to annotate hashtags,
allcaps, elongated, repeated, emphasis, and censored terms.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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2.2 Word Representations

We used fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) to train a 300 dimensional skip-gram model on a domain-
specific corpus of over 6.5 million unique sentences for 500 epochs at a learning rate of 0.025 and a
negative sampling loss. Subword character n-gram length were set between 3 and 6 (Bojanowski et al.,
2017). Other parameters were set to the suggested values.1

Source Number of Tweets/Sentences
Twitter Stream Archive (archive.org) 3,106,783
Tweets pulled using original drug terms listed in (O’Connor et al., 2020) 85,188
UCI Drug Review datasets (Gräßer et al., 2018) 1,313,299
Consumer Health Question Answer (CHQA) Corpus (Kilicoglu et al., 2018) 2,595
First 1 billion bytes of English Wikipedia 2 5,244,360

Table 1: Corpora - Text Sources for Unsupervised fastText Word-Embeddings Models

2.3 Drug Lexicon Construction

A gazetteer of drug terms was produced in collaboration with SMEs to aid in feature engineering and
data augmentation. We began by selecting the drug terms listed in (O’Connor et al., 2020), and sup-
plemented these with clinically relevant drugs within the same Established Pharmacologic Classes (U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, 2018), as well as with other drug classes commonly known to be mis-
used. For each drug term, we compiled a list of its generic and proprietary names along with common
misspellings. Additional synonyms and street names for the individual drugs and drug classes (e.g.
“benzo” for benzodiazepine) were also identified. Generic and proprietary terms were sourced via SMEs
and misspellings were sourced from (Drugs.com, 2020). Select street names were sourced from (Drug
Enforcement Administration, 2020). The final gazetteer was composed of 258 terms, representing 54
drugs.

2.4 Data Augmentation

The original training and validation sets were mixed and split into new train and validation sets in a
4:1 ratio. Data augmentation was performed on the new training set with Snorkel3, which uses a ma-
trix completion-style modeling approach as described in (Ratner et al., 2018). Functions were created
following the methods described in (Wei and Zou, 2019), including randomly replacing person names,
switching adjectives, and replacing nouns, verbs, and adjectives with synonyms. Additional functions
include adding or deleting a random character from tweets and replacing references to family members
(e.g. swapping “brother” with “father”). Lastly, functions specific to this use case were also imple-
mented, including replacing a drug name with one from a similar class, replacing verbs that are com-
monly associated with abuse (e.g switching “inject” with “shoot up”), and replacing verbs that are related
to non-abusive consumption (e.g. swapping “prescribe” with “refill”). A random policy was used such
that up to four of these transformation functions were applied uniformly at random per tweet if the rule
was applicable.

2.5 Support Vector Machine with Feature Engineering
SVMs have been successfully applied to automated classification of text, and are commonly used as
baseline for evaluating the effectiveness of new model development (Kowsari et al., 2019). For our
baseline we trained an SVM using a linear kernel along with a “one-vs-rest” decision boundary scheme
and the following features:

• Vader Sentiment Score4

• Binary flag features including presence of commonly abused drug terms, (see 2.3) and presence of emojis commonly
associated with drug abuse

• Count-based features such as number of hashtags, username mentions, emojis/emoticons and number of drug terms
identified (see 2.3)

1https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/options.html
2https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/get-wikimedia.sh
3https://www.snorkel.org
4Vader compound score was used to measure sentiment https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment
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• Co-occurrence of chemical and disease entities, where entity extraction was performed using en ner bc5cdr md5

• tf-idf of tokens (unigrams and bigrams)

2.6 Convolutional Neural Network Architectures

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown success in short text classification, especially when
orthology is important, and is computationally efficient (Kim, 2014; Minaee et al., 2020). Pre-training
was performed with the following parameters (conv depth of 4, cosine loss function, drop out of 0.4, and
batch size of 64) on the raw Task 4 dataset with the word embeddings from section 2.2 to build “token
to vector” (tok2vec) weights. The tok2vec layer initializes the embedding matrix. The embedding layer
also embeds linguistic features such as shape, suffix and prefix. We initially investigated using a 4-
layer CNN with mean-pooling and softmax. In our final and winning system, we replaced the 4-layer
CNN with a 2-layer hierarchical CNN and used a parametric attention layer as described in (Yang et al.,
2016). The resulting weighted summary vector was then passed through a multi-layer perceptron, where
each neuron was stacked with a unigram logistic regression to produce four label predicted probabilities
similar to the output layer in the attention-based CNN in (Yin et al., 2015). The final classification model
architecture is illustrated in figure 1. Replacing a non-linearity with a logistic regression has been shown
to be effective (Zhining et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2015). We used a compounding batch size that was trained
for 32 epochs. Our post-processing pipeline (2.7) was then applied to the predictions to produce the final
submission.

Figure 1: Attention Based CNN with Output Layer

Figure 2: Processing pipeline

2.7 Label Functions and Post-processing

Heuristic post-processing rules were created in conjunction with SMEs and transcribed into Snorkel3

labelling functions. Rule performance was evaluated on the validation data, and a subset of rules with
an empirical accuracy of 0.65 or above were selected and ordered by relative precision. These were
then applied to tweets after being fed through the text classifier. For each tweet the rules are applied in
succession until a rule ”votes” to set the prediction label, at which point no further rules are applied and
the tweet’s label is updated. If no rules vote then the label provided by the classifier is unchanged.

5https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/
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(a) Subset of rules and their empirical scores (b) Example rule pseudo-code

Figure 3: Labelling functions evaluated for post-processing

3 Discussion

3.1 Error Analysis

Our hybrid pipeline commonly labeled abuse (A) tweets as mentions (M) and to a lesser degree as
consumption (C). Manual review showed the model struggled to detect abuse when the subject of the
abuse was of a relative or close friend, which was included as a criteria for the definition of abuse. This
may be due to the low prevalence of family member- or relative-related abuse in the training dataset.
Among abuse tweets mislabeled as mention from a subset of the Task 4 validation set, the most common
medication class was benzodiazepines (33/78), followed by opioids (20/78) and then CNS stimulants
(19/78). Of the benzodiazepines, the most common drug among the mislabeled abuse tweets was Xanax,
which could be due to its popularity in everyday vernacular, making it more challenging for an NLP
model to delineate subtle differences in tweets’ semantic meaning. For example, “xanax” has been used
as an adjective to describe individuals or a group or used as a figure of speech to express the need to calm
down (see examples below).

• If one more entitled Xanax mom yells at me to honor a coupon that expired 3
years ago I’m jumping off a cliff

• honestly i feel like walkin around with xanax and just throwing it at people
cause ya just needa chilll

precision recall f1-score support
ABUSE 0.732 0.634 0.679 448
CONSUMPTION 0.781 0.858 0.817 730
MENTION 0.882 0.876 0.879 1353
UNRELATED 0.931 0.913 0.922 104

Table 2: Detailed Performance of final CNN architecture on validation split + augmented validation data

4 Results and Conclusion

In this paper, we evaluate two systems as shown in Table 3.

model system F1 Score Precision Recall
SVM + Feature engineering 0.49 0.5276 0.4553
CNN with Attention and stacked Linear + post-processing 0.51 0.5306 0.4831

Table 3: System performance on official test data

Opportunities to improve upon current work include development of additional post-processing rules to
improve labeling for edge cases and further refinement of the heuristics with the guidance of SMEs. Di-
rections for future work in the field of NLP and prescription drug abuse include exploration of alternative
methods to disambiguate ground truth labels. Due to the sparsity of contextual information available to
confirm the suspicion of abuse or misuse in an individual tweet, a future strategy is to consider the cre-
ation of confidence levels for ground truth abuse/misuse labels to differentiate between high confidence
of abuse versus subjective hints of abuse.
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